Abstract. The developed general mathematical-kinematical model for examination of mating of cylindrical and conical helicoids and their tools -furthermore the helicoids surfaces are on identical axis -, which is suitable to deal with examination at the same time. This paper shows the newest mathematical-kinematical model to analyzing the mating of cylindrical worm gear with bevel gear.
During our investigations [6] the kinematics of generation was handled so that the helicoids surface followed a thread path and the tool surface performed a rotary motion on the left side of the thread profiles; the lead of thread and generator curve together with signs should be taken into consideration.
It is necessary to determine generally valid rules for generation of the cylindrical thread surface when discussing geometric problems of manufacturing in general.
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Applicability of the Model
The model applicable for examination of mating of cylindrical and conical helicoids surfacesoccurring in the practice -, having constant pitch, by cylindrical shaped cutting tools(e.g. grinding wheel) [2, 4, 6] . By the help of the model the contact lines can be determined in two ways.
In the direct task the object can be originated from r F1 (work piece) surface, and in the indirect (inverse) task the surface of r F2 (the cutting tool) is given. The determined contact line, as a ruling curve, can be used for determination of tools surface, and the work piece surface. The surface of the work piece can have a cylindrical or a conical base surface having an arbitrary generating surface (with thread cross sectional area).
It is advantageous to give surface of revolution for the cutting tool surface, but other type of surface can be imagined as well, e.g. a single point cutting tool with ϕ 2 =const [6] .
The Transformation Matrices of the Model
The direct transformation matrices between rotating coordinate systems are:
and
Most frequently applied work piece -and types of cutting tool surface are arranged in the table [6] , showing the kinematic parameters which can have the 0 value as well in special cases. The solution of the direct task (surface of work piece is known), when knew surface r F1 , the surface r F2 and points of contact line are sought using equations: the general method for achieve contact points of elements are valid for any arbitrary point of this contact curve. It can be written as:
The normal vector 1F n can be determined by the next form
The relative velocity of the two surfaces can be determined in coordinate system K 1F using the next forms
The transfer matrix can be determined by the next equation 
Fig . 2 Connecting of cylindrical worm and cone gear, if the α=Σ and c is distance of O1 and O2
Solving the equation (3) for one of its internal parameters (e.g. η ):
The points of the 1F r = 1F r ( η , ϑ ) (8) 
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The equation of contact curve between surfaces is obtained in the form:
which is suitable for transformation with the next form
The relative velocity of the two surfaces can be determined in coordinate system K 2F using the transformation between coordinate systems K 1F of worm and K 2F of gear:
The vector ( )
2F
v should be transformed into coordinate system K 1F (x 1F , y 1F , z 1F ) to determine the necessary tool surface by the next equation The contact points generate the contact curves and the bearing pattern, what can be determined by the (3) equation.
Summary
The model suitable for examination of mating of conical and cylindrical helicoids surfaces with simple or conical gear in practice. The method with our mathematical-kinematical model is suitable for examination of bearing pattern.
